
BALLISTIC VESTS

CZ 4M SPIRIT COMFORT
BALLISTIC VEST

- T-shirt is designed with the emphasis on maximum concealment

- stable microclimate between the user’s body and T-shirt

- tested under variable temperature conditions

- flexible side sections allow easy and quick dressing and undressing

- the ballistic insert is contained in outer pockets

- the reverse side of the knitted fabric is made of polypropylene yarn, pleasant to      

  wear on the bare body

- air circulation is ensured by channels inside the knitted fabric

- the outer side is resistant to mechanical damage such as velcro zippers, etc.

Ballistic T-shirt for covert wear with inner functional layer. 
Suitable for physically demanding service, long time use and hot 
climatic conditions.
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The CZ 4M SPIRIT Comfort ballistic T-shirt belongs to a series of 

ballistic protective equipment with the most advanced ergono-

mic design for concealed wearing. The design of the T-shirt is 

subject to maximum concealment required by undercover 

operations or personal protection. The COMFORT version is 

specially designed to be used for the longest possible time, even 

in very temperate climates, or during heavy physical exertion.

Ballistic inserts are placed in the outer pockets on the inner 

T-shirt made of MOIRA Diagon material. The reverse side of this 

knitted fabric is made of polypropylene yarn, which is diagonally 

laid in the overall knitwear architecture and forms a finely 

knurled structure. On contact with the body, due to the elastici-

ty of the knitted fabric, the ribs move away from each other and 

the resulting channels promote air circulation, with capilliary 

action. The front side is made of special polyamide microfibre, 

which combines with the elastomer to create a compact elastic 

surface, resistant to mechanical influences.

This unique material can utilize a very small space between the 

user’s body and the ballistic liner and store moisture in the 

space to ensure a pleasant microclimate for 12 hours or more. 

When using an additional MOIRA Ultralight T-shirt, it is very 

comfortable to wear in any conditions. The COMFORT T-shirt is 

worn over the head and fastened to the body with a back elastic 

belt. This ensures its position on the body and maximum conce-

alment with any outer layer of clothing (polo, shirt, business suit, 

etc.) The ballistic insert is attached in the inner pockets and its 

vertical stability is ensured by a patented solution where the 

front and back liners are “suspended” on the auxiliary shoulder 

straps of thin knitted fabric. At the same time, the ballistic mate-

rial in its protective cover is also secured against sliding.
1.  Ballistic insert suspension system

2. MOIRA performance material

    on body

3. Outer pockets for the ballistic insert

Ballistic protection,
fragment and stab resistance Area, weight and type

of ballistic protection
Weight of textile Colour Size

S
M
L

XL
XXL

S - 0,24 m2 - 0,81 Kg - TN 350
L - 0,32 m2 - 1,24 Kg - TN 350

XXL - 0,41 m2 - 1,58 Kg - TN 350

S - 024 Kg
L - 0,29 Kg

XXL - 0,34 Kg

Black
White
FDE

NIJ STD 0101.04 or 06 
Level IIA or Level IIIA.
STANAG 2920 with

resistance V50 up to 550m/s
HOSDB KR1/SP1 (E1-24J)


